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Method: ExhaustiveBridgeTeamInteractionCodingScheme

Results: Reliability

Categories & Elements Explanation

Order / Instruction

give order A superior expresses what a 

subordinate shall do, expecting 

that the respective task is carried 

out. 

repeat order (recipient)

confirm repetition

report accomplishment (recipient)

confirm report of accomplishment

check back on order 

Intention / Objective

ask for intention / objective Statements about intentions or

objectives, which can concern the

future (‘I want to arrive in two

hours’) or the present (‘Radar 

range should be set at two miles’). 

Intention ist o inform, not to

initiate a specific beahviour. 

inform about intention / obj. 

(solicited)

inform about intention / objective 

(unsolicited)

repeat intention / obj. (recipient)

confirm repetition

intention / objective registered

check back on intention / objective

Information: Vessel

ask for information Information regarding the vessel’s

position, speed, system status

(e.g., engine, rudder, docking

lines), the operational status (e.g. 

navigating in restricted water, 

navigating in fog), unplanned

events (e.g. man over board, 

collision) and system settings (e.g. 

radar, ECDIS).

give information (solicited)

give information (unsolicited)

repeat information (recipient)

confirm repetition

information registered

check back on information

Information: 

Environment

Same elements as in 

Information: Vessel

E.g. weather, other vessels, navigational

marks, current, depth, available

manoeuvring space.

Information: 

Situation Assessment

Same elements as in 

Information: Vessel

Conclusions based on information about

the vessel and the environment, e.g. „point

of closest approach to vessel x in two

minutes“ or „Sound signal indicates

anchored vessel ahead“ 

Suggestion

ask for suggestions Suggestions are based on the perception

that an action is required but different 

solutions seem to be adequate. It can

include a statement about the preferred

solution, but a decision is not made yet. 

suggest (solicited)

suggest (unsolicited)

repeat suggestion 

(recipient)

confirm repetition

suggestion registered

check back on suggestion

Feedback

thank Communication with the aim to change the

feeling of another person or the team

climate. 

praise

blame

encourage

insult

joke

Personal condition

ask for someone else’s 

personal condition

Either a question about other team

member’s condition or a statement

about one‘s own condition. inform others about own 

personal condition (solicited)

inform others about own 

personal condition 

(unsolicited)

Assistance

ask for assistance Behaviour that aims at helping

other crew members to accomplish

a task (e.g. help to adjust ECDIS 

settings). 

offer assistance

reject assistance

render assistance (solicited)

render assistance 

(unsolicited)

refuse assistance

ignore request for assistance

Make contact

make contact Communication contents aiming at 

getting another crewmember’s

attention.

answer contact attempt

refuse contact

no reaction to contact 

attempt

Incomprehensible /

None of the above

Due to soft-speaking or low sound

quality. 

Purpose / Content 
of

Communication?

- Two independend observers
- Video recordings of simulator training (mean duration 43 minutes)
- N=16 training participants, 1008 variables
- 94,6% of all behaviours could be categorised
- Krippendorff’s α = 0.74
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